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GeneralCOST Estimator Crack+ Free For Windows

GeneralCOST Estimator Crack Free Download is the most comprehensive Excel-based construction estimating package
available on the market. Designed for both general construction contractors and home builders, GeneralCOST Estimator
Download With Full Crack is a Microsoft Excel-based piece of software that allows users to get an accurate idea of
construction costs. One of the best things about GeneralCOST Estimator is the fact that it comes with a comprehensive
built-in database covering a wide range of construction categories. These include Sitework, Concrete, Finishes,
Mechanical, Electrical, and others. Users can add new cost data or edit any of the existing data, apply their own overhead
and profit factors, and make changes to suit the way they do business. Another big advantage has to do with the fact that
GeneralCOST Estimator is completely contained within an Excel file. It has several customizable worksheets that include
a standard CSI with 16 division cost categories and it allows anyone to create estimates and print reports. The app also
boasts an on-screen takeoff calculator, a city index selection for localized profit calculations, and a comprehensive online
help system. GeneralCOST Estimator works on a wide range of Excel versions starting from 2000 all the way up to 2019.
Once launched, the app will automatically launch in Excel. Right under the Excel ribbon toolbar, users will see a security
warning stating that “some active content” has been disabled. To take advantage of what GeneralCOST Estimator has to
offer, users are required to click the “Enable Content” button. GeneralCOST Estimator Features: • Collect and Enter 3
types of Cost data with over 600+ categories • Easy to Use, intuitive interface with over 140+ functions to calculate your
ROI • Unique, configurable worksheets can be created and saved to the users local drive • Advanced CSV file export for
cost reporting and reporting • Online help forum for all questions and comments • Multi-State cost estimating with state-
of-the-art profitability analysis • Print reports without having to export any data • Build Tasks with conditional logic •
User-friendly software with over 140+ functions • On-screen takeoff calculator and calculator by division All the world’s
construction contractors are facing the challenge of increased labor shortages and ever-growing on-site costs.
CostCoEstimate simply helps with both through the use of a smart app. A press release issued by the company tells us that
CostCoEstimate works “to deliver accurate and
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The basic spreadsheet for estimating projects. Includes the basics and everything needed to get started estimating all types
of construction projects. What are the requirements for the user to download and use GeneralCOST Estimator? Users
need to download, install and use the latest version of Excel, a $100 value. Users also need to have the latest version of the
PrecisionFinder™ plug-in, a $79 value. What does the app include? GeneralCOST Estimator includes the basic
spreadsheet for estimating construction projects in various categories. What are the features of the app? 1. Calculate
project and design costs 2. Find project location 3. Generate project reports 4. Generate a security warning alert for
protecting office computers 5. Quickly review estimates 6. Generate city-specific profit index for construction projects If
you find GeneralCOST Estimator useful, why not rate it? Visit the App Hub to leave your comments or thoughts on
GeneralCOST Estimator. Download GeneralCOST Estimator Designed for both general construction contractors and
home builders, GeneralCOST Estimator is a Microsoft Excel-based piece of software that allows users to get an accurate
idea of construction costs. One of the best things about GeneralCOST Estimator is the fact that it comes with a
comprehensive built-in database covering a wide range of construction categories. These include Sitework, Concrete,
Finishes, Mechanical, Electrical, and others. Users can add new cost data or edit any of the existing data, apply their own
overhead and profit factors, and make changes to suit the way they do business. Another big advantage has to do with the
fact that GeneralCOST Estimator is completely contained within an Excel file. It has several customizable worksheets
that include a standard CSI with 16 division cost categories and it allows anyone to create estimates and print reports. The
app also boasts an on-screen takeoff calculator, a city index selection for localized profit calculations, and a
comprehensive online help system. GeneralCOST Estimator works on a wide range of Excel versions starting from 2000
all the way up to 2019. Once launched, the app will automatically launch in Excel. Right under the Excel ribbon toolbar,
users will see a security warning stating that “some active content” has been disabled. To take advantage of what
GeneralCOST Estimator has to offer, users are required to click the “ 09e8f5149f
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GeneralCOST Estimator Crack+ Free License Key

- Excel-based software for estimating the cost of construction projects - Comes with a pre-populated database and is
customizable to fit your business needs - Dicontinental Construction Cost Index – GeneralCOST calculates local
construction costs per square foot - City/State location index - Presets the market cost of construction per square foot
based on your market. Great for home builders and local contractors who need fast, accurate cost estimates - Job/Estimate
overview - Project/Estimate entry - Job/Estimate overview - Project/Estimate entry - CSI – Cost structure and division
items such as concrete and steel - CSI H – Construction subcontractors and their hourly rates - CSI E – Residential and
commercial labor - CSI F – Other costs, including sales tax, machinery rental, and insurance - CSI O – Tasks and
expenses that are either general in nature or not unique to a particular project such as site work and title. - On-screen
takeoff calculator - Job cost listing - OPC Report - Tabular report - Number of units calculation - Estimation report - Job
cost listing - Estimation report - Number of units calculation - Estimation report - Tabular report - Number of units
calculation - Estimation report - Project cost listing - Project cost calculation - Project cost listing - Project cost
calculation - Project cost listing - Project cost calculation - Project cost listing - Project cost calculation - Project cost
listing - Project cost calculation - Project cost listing - Project cost calculation - Project cost listing - Project cost
calculation - Project cost listing - Project cost calculation - Project cost listing - Project cost calculation - Project cost
listing - Project cost calculation - Project cost listing - Project cost calculation - Project cost listing - Project cost
calculation - Project cost listing - Project cost calculation - Project cost listing - Project cost calculation - Project cost
listing - Project cost calculation - Project cost listing - Project cost calculation - Project cost listing - Project cost
calculation - Project cost listing - Project cost calculation - Project cost listing - Project cost calculation - Project cost
listing - Project cost calculation - Project cost listing - Project cost calculation - Project cost listing - Project cost
calculation - Project cost listing - Project cost calculation - Project cost listing - Project cost calculation - Project cost
listing

What's New in the?

GeneralCOST Estimator is a popular, easy-to-use, Microsoft Excel-based utility designed to provide users with a general
cost estimate for the construction of various types of projects. It is designed to create estimates for both general
construction contractors and home builders. By taking into account the cost of all major construction inputs,
GeneralCOST Estimator is able to calculate the total cost of construction. Constructed in Excel format, the app offers a
suite of fully customizable worksheets that are separated into categories for improved usability. The CSI worksheet
includes 16 division cost categories, while others include: Equipment, Labor, Materials, and others. Designed to make it
easy to view and edit data, GeneralCOST Estimator allows users to easily add new cost data, edit existing data, and apply
their own overhead and profit factors. One of the biggest benefits has to do with the fact that GeneralCOST Estimator is
completely contained within an Excel file. On-screen, users can select a reporting category, city, and subcontractor to see
a list of available CSI divisions. They can then choose which division they want to see and right-click to choose a division
cost category. With a single click, estimates can be created for each category. This data is then formatted into the
corresponding worksheet. GeneralCOST Estimator also has an on-screen takeoff calculator and a city index selection for
users to calculate the cost of projects in specific cities and an Excel-based PDF report printing feature. Despite its simple
design, GeneralCOST Estimator offers an extensive online help system that covers all the key features. It comes with a
setup guide and a video tutorial. GeneralCOST Estimator Features: GeneralCOST Estimator is a free program that is
available for download from the Excel website for Windows 10. It is designed to create estimates for both general
construction contractors and home builders. It is constructed in Excel format and includes a suite of fully customizable
worksheets. These are separated into categories for improved usability. The 16 division cost categories in the CSI
Worksheet include: Materials, Labor, Equipment, Subcontractors, Construction Management, Misc., Transportation,
Labor, Architect, Engineer, Land, Other, and Indirect. Users can add new cost data, edit existing cost data, and apply their
own overhead and profit factors. One of the biggest benefits has to do with the fact that GeneralCOST Estimator is
completely contained
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System Requirements:

-Windows 7/Vista/XP/2003 (any version) -Windows 10 (1803 or later) -8 GB of RAM (12 GB of RAM recommended)
-64-bit compatible processor -PCIe 4.0 capable card with at least 16 GB of RAM Screen Resolution: -1024 x 768 or
higher -9.5” or higher for good stereo effect, 11” or higher for better 3D stereo effect -1920 x 1080 or higher for best
stereo 3D
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